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Question Respondent Response 
1. Will the successful bidder be required to abate
asbestos, lead, or any other hazardous material?  If so,
please provide the required survey report.

VA There are no known hazardous abatement 
requirements identified within this project. 

2. What is the ICRA level for this project? VA Level varies by work location and type of 
work: Corridors II; Pharmacy III; Penthouse 
II; PM&R III. 

3. Can this work be performed during normal
working hours?

VA A significant amount of work must be 
completed afterhours. 

4. Will the drawings be revised to reflect the
changes discussed in the site walk?  Specifically,
a. Rooftop unit and duct work for the Chapel area
b. Removal of the wall in the pharmacy storage
area that was not in the plans

VA/ATEI See attached revised drawings Revision No. 1. 

5. Due to the prescription medications that are on
open shelves in the pharmacy will a pharmacy
technician be assigned and fully available to chaperone
the work crews nights and weekends?

VA Yes, Pharmacy staff member will be made 
available to escort and support contractor 
approved work schedules. 

6. Will a lay down yard area that is on concrete be
available to stage roof top units between time of
delivery and time of installation (possibly by the boiler
room/central plant)?

VA/ATEI Yes. 

7. Will we have a lock up area for storage available
to us or a site to place a storage container that is on
pavement?

VA/ATEI Yes. VA space lock up area for storage in 
basement will be made available. Laydown 
area will be made available behind building 9. 

8. Please clarify any specific areas or phases that
are only allowed on weekends versus after hours on
weekdays.

VA/ATEI First floor Pharmacy and 5th floor Physical 
Therapy. 

9. Can the superintendent, and SSHO functions all
be performed by the same individual?

VA Yes. 

10. Please provide sign in sheet. ATEI Sign-in sheet attached 
11. Will COVID testing or TB testing be required? VA 

 See item #14 for COVID screening.
(TB) Testing IS NOT required.
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Question Respondent Response 
12. Will OSHA 10 be required of all workers or will
the competent person with OSHA 30 be sufficient?

VA OSHA 10 is required by all workers. 

13. Are any areas expected to contain any ACM’s?  If
so, how will this be handled?

VA/ATEI No. If found, report it to be addressed. 

14. Please confirm any type of COVID protocols?
Will COVID testing be required each day upon entering
the building or only the first time?

VA Contractors will be screened each day at front 
entrance prior to entering the building. 

CURRENT COVID REQUIREMENTS 
Due to the COVID 19 pandemic, all 

contractors are requested to screen their 
subcontractors during daily toolbox meetings 

prior to entering any VA building. The 
screening shall be documented, a copy shall 
be kept on the jobsite. A weekly submission 
for review by project COR’s and Construction 

Safety Officers. Listed below are the screening 
questions.  

1. Do you currently have a fever, worsening
cough or shortness of breath?  Y/N
2. Have you or a close contact traveled to an
area with widespread or sustained community
transmission of coronavirus (COVID 19)? Y/N
3. Have you been close contact with someone
including healthcare workers confirmed
coronavirus (COVID 19)?Y/N
NOTE:  Any yes answers to the above
questions - please do not allow persons to
enter VA worksites and instruct them to report
to their healthcare provider immediately.

15. Will all work be required to be completed after
hours?  If so, will we have dock access afterhours?

VA No. A significant amount of work WILL BE 
completed after-hours. Bldg. 1 Dock access 
WILL BE available after-hours. 

16. Will there be a laydown area provided for
materials, dumpster and /or a Conex?

VA Laydown area will be made available behind 
building 9. 

17. In areas receiving new equipment will the grid
and tile be required to be removed and reinstalled each
day?

VA/ATEI Yes, and strictly monitored for damages and 
penetrations that violate fire safety smoke 
barrier. 
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18. If work is required to be afterhours, can
deliveries be made during working hours?

VA Yes. 

19. Can you provide as-built drawings or the
dimensions from deck to deck?

VA/ATEI Yes. 

20. Will architect supply initial CAD drawings for use
to create as-builts or will redline drawings to A/E be
sufficient?

 VA/ATEI 
Contractor will provide redline drawings. 

21. In pharmacy areas will all medications and
medical equipment be removed from area’s where work
is to be performed?

VA No. 

22. Will workers be allowed to use VA facilities for
restrooms and dining purposes?

   VA  No. 

23. Please verify the need for safety sign   VA/ATEI   Construction safety signage is a requirement. 
24. Please confirm the ICRA level will not go lower
than 2?  If level 3 should be required where will the
exhaust point for negative air machines be?

  VA/ATEI 
  See Q/A #2. Various ICRA levels will be required.  
Properly exhausted negative air machines or air scrubbers 
if no exhaust point can be identified, are a contractor 
requirement.  

25. Please provide name of fire protection contractor
or system in use.

  VA/ATEI  Firetrol; Notifier by Honeywell. 

26. Will above ceiling permits be required once for
each different space or each day for the space being
worked?

   VA Ceiling permits required for each space, valid for a 
specified time frame. 

27. Will plastic sheeting be allowed for containment
areas? If so, will fire retardant sheeting be required?

   VA See Q/A #2. Containment area construction must strictly 
follow ICRA Level requirements and include any necessary 
modifications to mitigate hot work hazards. 

28. Some areas in pharmacy appear to be a class 3
location which would require ICRA to be maintained
until inspected by Safety and Infection Control prior to
removal. Will those personnel be onsite early enough to
allow for disassembly each morning if needed?

  VA 
Yes. See Q/A #2. 

29. Can panel 2r4 be identified on the drawings?
Ref. ED201C

  ATEI/DBR Panel 2r4 is identified on the drawings as panel 2r4 
and existing panel ‘032D’ to remain on the roof of 
the building plan right of the corridor. 
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30. Would it be acceptable to replace lights with new
LED fixtures in lieu of replacing lamps and ballast?

 VA/ATEI Any area where replacing with LED fixtures shall 
include the entire area/suite. Cannot have LED and 
Fluorescent in the same space. All of PM & R or 
Storage/Office near Pharmacy. 

31. Will the Contractor be responsible for strictly
monitoring and maintaining DROP CEILINGS at ALL
work locations and held responsible for maintaining and
replacing to LIKE NEW condition?

VA/ATEI Yes, any area where ceiling work is required SHALL 
be replaced with “LIKE NEW Grid and Ceiling tiles,” 
DAILY. No work location shall have damaged or 
open ceilings while occupied by hospital staff or 
patrons. Refer to the Drawings. 

32. Will the VA consider an option to displace the
Pharmacy into a pod, in order to allow working in the area
without interruptions.

VA/ATEI No.  
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